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Sammanfattning

Mängden människor som spelar datorspel ökar, och det gör även bekymmerna om den
ökande ‘toxiciteten’ inom tävlings inriktade online spel, som League of Legends och
Overwatch. Detta är ett beteende som både Blizzard och Riot Games har erkänt och därmed
har utvecklat mer avancerade system som har som syfte att stimulera positivt beteende istället
för att bara straffa negativa beteenden. Nämligen Honor level systemet och
Endorsement-systemet. I denna studie har vi valt att genomföra en teoretisk analys där vi
jämför dessa två system för att avgöra hur de hindrar eller underlättar en negativt påverkande
spelestetik. För att vi ska kunna beskriva hur en negativt påverkande spelestetik underlättas
använder vi ‘underlättande estetik’, som representerar de kontextuella faktorerna som ger
upphov till ett negativt påverkande spelarbeteende i tävlingsinriktade och lagbaserat spel. För
att vi ska kunna avgöra hur en negativt påverkande spelestetik hindras använder vi
‘motiverande estetik’, som beskrivs som det "roliga" i spel. Vi börjar vår analys med att
visualisera heders systemen, vi använder sedan denna visualisering för att bestämma
spelmekaniken och deras dynamik för att vi ska kunna förutsäga det estetiska resultatet av
dessa spelmekaniker i enlighet med MDA-ramverket och jämföra dem. Vi har upptäckt att,
för att en spelmekanik ska underlätta en negativt påverkande spelestetik måste den ge upphov
till en underlättande estetik. För att en spelmekanik ska hindra en negativt påverkande
spelestetik måste den ge upphov till en motiverande estetik, men också stimulera positivt
beteende.

Nyckelord: ‘Toxic’ beteende, ‘Toxic’ spelestetik, Endorsement system, Heders system



Abstract

As the amount of people that play video games is growing, so is the concern surrounding the
increasing toxicity within competitive online games, such as League of Legends and
Overwatch. This is a concern that both Blizzard and Riot Games have acknowledged, and
have thus developed more advanced systems that intend to incentivize positive behavior
instead of just punishing toxic behavior. Namely the Honor level system and Endorsement
system. In this study, we intend to conduct a comparative theoretical analysis of these two
systems to determine how they hinder or facilitate a toxic game aesthetic. For us to describe
how a toxic game aesthetic is facilitated, we use facilitative aesthetics, which represents the
contextual factors that give rise to toxic player behavior in competitive team-based games.
For us to determine how a toxic game aesthetic is hindered, we use motivational aesthetics,
which is described as the ‘fun’ in gameplay. We start our analysis by visualizing the honor
systems to help us determine their mechanics and dynamics allowing us to predict the
aesthetic outcomes in accordance with the MDA framework and compare them. We
discovered a pattern that in order for a mechanic to facilitate a toxic game aesthetic, it needs
to give rise to a facilitative aesthetic. For a mechanic to hinder a toxic game aesthetic it needs
to give rise to a motivational aesthetic, but also incentivize positive behavior.

Keywords: Toxic behavior, Toxic game aesthetic, Endorsement system, Honor level system



Glossary

Experience A unit of measurement used in games to quantify players’

progression through a game.

Extrinsic reward A visible reward given to someone. It usually have some kind of

monetary value such as pay raises but could also be a trophy or the

likes of public recognition.

GG “Good Game”, usually used in context when ending a game to greet

the other players on your or the enemy team as a good gesture of

sportsmanship.

Game session You can play multiple games within one game session, as soon as

you log out, and log back in, you enter a new game session.

Intrinsic reward A psychological reward given to someone for doing something.

Intrinsic rewards are intangible and could come from within the person

getting rewarded.

LoL League of Legends

MDA Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics, a game design framework by

Hunicke, et al 2004.

MOBA Multiplayer Online Battle Arena, a popular multiplayer game genre.

Premade A player you choose to play with with in advance, usually a

friend from your friend list, but it does not have to be.

Non-premade Someone you did not actively choose to play with, often someone you

do not know. Usually a player who is designated to your team through

a matchmaking system.

Skill-level A term to define a player's knowledge on a specific subject. Novice,

intermediate or expert are commonly used words for demonstrating the

level of experience, competitive games typically use other ranking

systems.

Smurf A smurf is a new account created by a high ranked player, the new

account has a way lower rank in contrast to the high ranked player’s

initial skill level.

Tab An interactable game window that pops up in front of your game

screen when you hit a key on the keyboard.
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1. Introduction

The market surrounding e-sports and competitive games have grown immensely in the last
couple of years, both in terms of revenue as well as viewer numbers. Between 2018 and
2019, there was a steady 12.3% increase in viewer numbers, reaching a total audience of 443
million in 2019. (Influencer Marketing, 2020). The growth is also visible by looking at the
increasing total revenue of professional players and prize pools in e-sport tournaments
(Esport Earnings, 2021).

The growth in popularity in competitive games is creating more tension on the competitive
integrity of these games. Competitive games allow competitive play by rewarding different
skills in the players, such as good reflexes, communication skills, or the ability to adapt to
play depending on the current state of the game. These are the skills that make the games feel
competitive and are the core structural pillars of competitive integrity (Saarinen, 2017). “The
second-largest reason for players quitting League of Legends is due to the toxic and
destructive behavior of the community.” (Paul, 2018 p. 70) Competitive online games, such
as LoL and Overwatch, depend on maintaining their competitive integrity to thrive without
players losing interest because of other players’ destructive behavior. This ‘destructive
behavior’ is usually referred to as ‘toxic behavior’ in competitive multiplayer games due to
how destructive it is to the players as individuals, as well as the community at large
(Saarinen, 2017).

To answer the growing concern regarding toxic behavior, larger game companies have
developed more advanced systems, namely the Honor level system in League of Legends by
Riot Games and the Endorsement system in Overwatch by Blizzard Entertainment. These
systems are built to reward good player behavior and therefore give players an incentive to
stay away from toxic behavior. The Honor level system rewards players for staying
sportsmanlike for a long time, and punishes players that break the ‘code of conduct’. The
code of conduct, formerly known as ‘The summoners code’ is a written set of rules regarding
competitive integrity in League of Legends and presents a set of rules and expectations that a
player must agree to follow (Riot Games, 2021). The Endorsement system celebrates players
that made a positive contribution to a match (Blizzard Entertainment, 2021).

Previous work on how to ‘deal with’ toxicity have investigated the ‘simpler tools’ and player
actions such as reporting, blocking, and muting players. However, there seems to be very
little, if any, design research done on the more recent and advanced honor systems employed
by developers like Blizzard Entertainment and Riot Games. With the help of the MDA
(Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics) framework created by Hunicke et. al (2004), we want
to identify the core mechanics, dynamics, and aesthetics of the League of Legends Honor
level system, and the Overwatch Endorsement system. The MDA framework is usually used
when designing game systems, but the framework can also be used to decompose and study
game design and game artifacts. We argue that honor systems are game systems, and
therefore, could be fruitfully analyzed using the MDA framework.
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The goal of this study is to investigate how the honor system’s mechanics and dynamics
facilitate or hinder a toxic game aesthetic in competitive online games. We are going to
conduct a theoretical comparative analysis of the Honor level system in League of Legends,
and the Endorsement system in Overwatch, to find differences and similarities on how
players are intended to interact with the honor systems, and how the reward structure
incentivizes positive behavior. Our research question is:

How do the mechanics of honor systems in competitive games facilitate or hinder a toxic
game aesthetic?
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2. Games and Honor systems

In order to understand how the mechanics of honor systems work, we need to answer what
the honor systems are, what kind of games they’re part of, and what role these honor systems
play in each game. When we refer to an honor system, we refer to it as a system that is
designed to mitigate toxic behavior in games, where at least one function involves a player
praising other players for enacting positive behavior. The Honor level system and the
endorsement system are both examples of honor systems.

2.1 League of Legends

League of Legends, or ‘LoL’ for short, is a team-based MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle
Arena) game where two teams of five aim to take down objectives and ultimately, the
opposing team's base. LoL is developed by Riot Games and was first released in 2009. On
their website explaining how to play the game, they refer to the game as a “team-based
strategy game where two teams of five powerful champions face off to destroy the other’s
base'' (Riot Games, 2021). In order to start a game, the player hits the play button and gets
matched up with nine other players, four on the allied team, and five on the opponent team.
There are currently 2 maps available for players to play, but one of the maps called
summoners rift is seen as the basic map and that's the only map that has a ranking system
attached to it. Players who play games on the ranked summoners rift will eventually get a
rank attached to their account, this rank is meant to show off the skill level of a player and
range from Iron, being the lowest rank to Challenger, being the highest rank. There are
currently over 140 playable characters in the game, these characters are referred to as
champions and all have unique abilities that they can use. There are currently 6 classes that
the champions are divided into, each having its own strengths and weaknesses. Summoner's
rift has 5 different “lanes”; these lanes are positions that Riot Games official website
recommends teams to use. Each lane lends itself to certain classes and roles of champions.
Due to the large number of champions and team compositions, strategy and teamwork can
have a big impact on what team wins the game (Riot Games, 2021).

2.1.1 Honor level system

The honor system in League of Legends has gone through several iterations during the last
decade, but the Honor level system we know of today is the result of a major overhaul to the
system that was made in 2017 (Riot Nakyle, 2017).

After a game is finished, players are greeted with a voting screen where they can choose
between 3 different options to honor a teammate with. The 3 different honor options are:
‘stayed cool’, ‘great shot calling’, and ‘GG’ (good game). Stayed cool is meant for a player
that had a hard game but they didn't let that get the best of them, ‘great shot calling’ is meant
for a player who kept the team together and made smart strategic decisions and lastly, ‘GG’ is
an honor for the all-around team player who might have done something helpful during the
game (Riot Games, 2017). If three or more honors are given to a player after a game, a flair
shows up beside that player’s champion portrait in the post-lobby and everyone who played
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with this player during the match can see that that player received the most honors.
Additionally, this same player will have a visual flair at the start of his or her next game that
everyone in that game can view (ibid ).

As previously mentioned, the player has to follow the League of Legends code of conduct,
which is a set of rules on behavior expectations that the players must accept to play the game.
The players must acknowledge and accept the following statements; ‘compete to win’,
‘respect your teammates’, ‘protect yourself and your team’, and ‘be your own line of defense’
(Riot Games, 2021).

Besides the information on expected behavior, the LoL code of conduct also gives
information on specific unwanted behaviors as well, these include; Comms abuse, cheating,
offensive or inappropriate names, intent to lose, and threats (ibid.). These are behaviors that
the automated disciplinary system bases their decisions on whether or not a report is validated
or not. In turn the LoL code of conduct also includes information on potential consequences
that the automated disciplinary system can distribute to players acting disruptive, these
include: loss of the ability to use in-game communication; restrictions to access experiences
such as ranked queues; restricted access to social systems and features in any of Riot’s games;
removal of rewards or content found to be obtained inappropriately; and temporary or
indefinite suspension from all of Riot’s games. (ibid.).

The players who break these rules will get punished and lose honor levels. There are a total of
five honor levels, each with three checkpoints. The new player will start at honor level 2,
having access to all content in the game, but not receiving any bonus rewards. Toxic players
will get punished for unsportsmanlike behaviors and land on honor level 0, this player will
have a hard time getting accepted into groups, is locked from playing Clash (a five player
versus five player, 8-bracket tournament), and will not receive any end-season ranked
rewards. Players who constantly play and stay within the frames of the code of conduct will
progress in the Honor level system and reach higher honor levels, gain a flair on his or her
profile page, be able to play Clash, and receive great bonus rewards (Riot Games, 2017;
Chipteck, 2017).

2.2 Overwatch

Overwatch is a team-based first-person shooter online game made and published by Blizzard
Entertainment in 2016. They refer to the game as being a colorful world where you build a
team of six players and fight for objectives versus another team of six. The game currently as
of April 2020 has 32 playable characters, in the game, they are referred to as heroes. Every
hero has their own weapon of choice and a unique set of powers they can use to gain an
advantage over their opponents. There are currently three roles that characters fit into, tanks
are heroes that are made to hold down positions and take damage but they don't deal a lot of
damage, damage characters focus on outputting as much damage as possible but they are
often fragile and needs backup to survive, and lastly supports are heroes that support their
teammates by healing, shielding or for example disabling their foes. There are multiple maps
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in the game that the heroes fight on, most maps are designed after real countries or places.
The maps have different objectives and goals that the heroes fight to take or achieve and the
team that is first, wins. The multitude of different characters and maps allows teams to come
up with different strategies and tactics to come out with an advantage, but this also creates
unwritten norms in the game that makes players expect certain things from others. As an
example, if a player chooses to play a character that is listed as a healer - then they are
expected by their teammates and the player community to heal the team, but healers are not
forced to heal according to the rules of the game (Blizzard Entertainment, 2021).

2.2.1 Endorsement system

The Endorsement system was implemented to combat toxic behavior and encourage positive
behavior (Miller, 2021). Every Overwatch account has an account level showing how much a
player has played the game, and an endorsement level connected to the account. A newly
made account starts at endorsement level 1 and can progress to level 5. Endorsements are
introduced as a way for players to “celebrate amazing players”. After a game is finished,
players from both teams can endorse each other. When endorsing, three different options of
endorsements exist as seen in the picture below. ‘Shot caller’ is meant to be given to players
to execute strategies or that lead their team to victory, ‘good teammate’ is meant to be
awarded to players who are good at team play, and lastly, ‘sportsmanship’ is meant to be
given to players who had a positive impact on the game (Blizzard Entertainment, 2021).

Figure 01: screenshot from https://playoverwatch.com/en-us/about/ of the different
endorsements that players can give to other players.

Every endorsement that a player receives impacts their endorsement level and players are
incentivized to endorse other players by being rewarded a small amount of account
experience. A player’s endorsement level can decrease if they do not continuously receive
endorsements or if they are punished by the automated penalty system placing their account
at endorsement level 0. Higher endorsement levels can occasionally give players more
rewards and it can help players find “better groups” in the ‘looking for group tool’ as stated
by Blizzard (Blizzard Entertainment, 2021).

The Endorsement system in Overwatch follows Blizzard's in-game code of conduct. This
code of conduct also applies for all of Blizzard’s games including huge game titles such as
World of Warcraft and Starcraft 2. It starts by saying that Blizzard games offer a fun and safe
place for players to interact with others across various game worlds and that crossing the line
into ‘abuse’ is never acceptable. Blizzard in-game code of conduct then goes on to explain
what behaviors are deemed as offences within their games (Blizzard Entertainment, 2020).
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3. Theoretical framework

3.1 Toxic behavior

Toxic behavior is notoriously hard to define, as toxicity is a multitude of destructive
behaviors that constantly evolves and changes shape with time. “This is because of the
dynamic nature of toxic behavior among individuals whose concepts of toxicity are
dependent on the social norms set in place via the culture of any given community.” (Juvrud,
2020, p. 9). Haewoon Kwak and Jeremy Blackburn et al. have written a paper on
cyberbullying in ‘team competition online games’(2015). They explain that the grouping of
negative behaviors such as cyberbullying, griefing, mischief, and cheating are often called
toxic behavior. But they do also clarify that the definition of toxic behavior is unclear since
there are differences in expected behavior, customs, rules, and ethics across games. “Such a
subjective perception of griefing makes griefers themselves sometimes fail to recognize what
they did.” (Blackburn, Kwak et.al. 2015).

There are several papers on toxic behavior in video games that try to identify and define what
toxic behavior is. For example, Yubo Kou has written multiple papers on disruptive
behaviors. In 2014, Kou with the help of Nardi wrote the paper Governance in League of
Legends: A Hybrid System (Kou & Nardi, 2014). The paper concludes how norms and rules
govern player behavior and have turned into a hybrid system; the difficulties appear when
these two parts evolve at different speeds. The paper brings up the “support your team” rule
that partially still exists even though the game has gone through multiple changes, thus
changing the norms of how players expect players to support their team. In the paper Toxic
Behaviors in Team-Based Competitive Gaming (Kou, 2020), Kou presents his findings of five
primary types of toxic behavior and five contextual factors that could lead to toxic behavior.
Kou’s findings were found while trying to figure out how toxic behaviors are situated in the
unique competitive gaming context of LoL.

(Kou, 2020, p 84) The five primary types of toxic behavior

Communicative
aggression

This category includes verbal abuse, hate speech, homophobic, sexist,
racism, and inappropriate name. The most common type of
communicative aggression is flaming. Flaming is when a player sends
hostile or insulting messages, these messages are often emotionally
loaded. A second type is threatening to report someone, this is when the
toxic player threatens to use the post-game report function to threaten a
victim that they might get penalties such as account suspension. Lastly,
Kou found that aggression could be expressed through non-verbal
communication in the shape of in-game signals called pings, and brings up
examples of players being constantly pinged on top of whenever they did
something that the toxic player disliked.

Cheating Cheating is when players attempt to gain unfair advantages, this disrupts
the fairness of a game and that is key to the competitive nature of LoL. An
example of cheating is scripting. It is when a player uses a 3rd-party
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software that attempts to automate and optimize in-game actions to gain
advantages over other players.

Hostage holding Hostage holding is when players use gameplay to prolong a game, or
refuse to vote yes on the in-game surrender voting system. An example of
this is when one team is cheating, but they don't finish the game that they
have unfairly won, instead, they prolong the game for their own
amusement.

Mediocritizing LoL is filled with highly competitive norms that players argue maximize the
chance of winning, and mediocritizing refers to gameplay that does not fit
that norm. Examples of this are when someone tries something for the first
time in a ranked match or when a player plays a style or a character that
most other players do not think is strong enough.

Sabotaging Sabotaging is when players play poorly with the intention to lose, leaving
the game, staying in the game but does not move or do anything,
intentionally dying to give enemy team resources, and lastly a negative
attitude in the form of griefing.

(Kou, 2020, p 87) The five primary contextual factors

Competitiveness Toxicity can emerge from the competitive process in the heat of the
moment based on expectations and frustration. Kou refers to this as the
intense competition inherent to the team-based competitive gaming
context. Players aspire to reach high competitive ranks, and to some
players, it is everything, and players in lower ranks can be seen as failures.

In-team conflict LoL is a team-based game so various team-based conflicts can occur. Kou
noted down everything from failed coordination, teammates critiquing each
other or conflicts around resources, and commented that these
disagreements often escalated into arguments and sometimes toxic
behaviors.

Perceived loss Perceived loss is when a player or players perceive the game as lost or at
least express feelings towards that the game has a great chance to turn
out as a loss. This can easily escalate to toxicity towards the teammates
the players believe to be the cause of the loss. Reasons for this could for
example be the feeling of underperformance from another or having a new
player on the team.

Powerlessness “Powerlessness describes how experiences of loss of control might
engender toxic behavior.”. It often takes the form of frustration that stems
from the feeling of having very little control over an ongoing match. This
can for example, be felt during encounters with hostage holding or smurfs.
A smurf is a new account created by a high ranked player, that has a way
lower rank then what the player is capable of achieving. This ruins the
competitive experience of the other players in the game.
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Toxic behavior Kou mentions how toxic behavior in itself gives rise to other toxic behavior.
Teammates are more likely to behave toxic if a player on the team already
behaves toxic, thus it is not uncommon for an entire team to spiral down a
toxic spiral.

In an article by B. Maher called “Good Gaming”, he interviews one of the faces of the official
Riot Games research team, Jeffrey Lin, the lead designer of social systems at Riot Games. Lin
explains that Riot Games has acknowledged the concern regarding toxicity in their game, and
has invested in researching methods to reduce toxic behavior in LoL. But they also have
larger aspiring questions as to how to make the internet a more friendly place as a whole
(Maher. 2016). Lin’s team of researchers found out that about 1% of the total player base
playing LoL in 2016, was consistently toxic, and made up for about 5% of the total reports,
which meant that “the vast majority was from the average person just having a bad day,”
(Maher. 2016, p. 569). A similar pattern can be made out of what was said at the game
developers conference (GDC) in San Francisco, 2019, where an employee at Global Insights
named Natasha Miller, who works for the Blizzard Overwatch ‘strike team’ mentions that
statistically “less than one percent” of the total player base in Overwatch are “consistently
disruptive”, referring to players that have more than two penalties tied to their account. She
also mentions that it still occurs that “some players” receive their first penalty, and “even if
they are not going to reoffend”, this still happens “more than we wanted” (Miller, 2021).

The text Deviant bodies, stigmatized identities, and racist acts: examining the experiences of
African-American gamers in Xbox Live (Gray, 2012) states that the culture around video
games has given privileges to the norm, white male. Gray argues that “this default
setting has led to the marginalization of many minority gamers forcing the label of deviant
upon their virtual bodies.”. The paper defines griefing as intentional harassment, and griefers
are often known as players that take enjoyment from causing issues for other players.
Flaming is similar to griefing in the sense that it uses emotions to express hostility towards
another player by using, for example, profanity (Gray 2012, p. 268). Gray argues that racism
should be separated from other disruptive acts such as griefing or flaming, because racism is
harassment directed towards a player’s body, something they can not control. The paper
argues that racism in video game communities normalized, mainly because of how quickly
the racist events occur and then quickly expires. To the players, these racist events are just
something that happens from time to time, and often, “the players who just engaged in for
example racist speech do not view themselves as racist” (Gray 2012, p. 270-271).

It can be argued that there are more things that should be handled differently and separated
from the “normal toxic behaviors” such as previously explained, griefing, and flaming. Not
only racism but also sexism is something that targets the body of a player. Anastasia Salter
and Bridget Blodgett in their article from 2012: Hypermasculinity & Dickwolves: The
Contentious Role of Women in the New Gaming Public, talk about a comic that joked about
rape and they argue it had an underlying message of sexual harassment. In their discussion
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segment, they write that women who spoke out about the comic were “belittled, verbally
assaulted, and harassed from many areas within the hardcore gaming public.”. This removes
safe spaces for female voices and makes women more invisible due to them risking being
verbally assaulted etc if they speak up (Salter & Bloodget, 2012).

A paper by Antti Eemeli Pohjanen released in 2018, called “Report, please! A survey on
players’ perceptions towards the tools for fighting toxic behavior in competitive online
multiplayer video games”, gather a lot of data about toxicity and the tools around it, with the
aim to try and answer the proposed research questions, "Are the punishments given to toxic
players seen as an adequate way of reducing toxic behavior?" and "In the players’ opinion,
how effective are the tools in reducing toxic behavior?". The paper has discussed and
concluded that a majority of players in their study are discontent with the existing tools that
are presented to “combat toxic behavior” in online games. Pohjanen mentions in his thesis
that future research could look deeper into particular tools within the field of competitive
gaming and toxic behavior (Pohjanen, 2018). This gap within the field of competitive gaming
and toxic behavior that Pohjanen mentions is something we want to further address as game
designers. We want to take a look at very specific systems that team-based competitive games
use to hinder a toxic game aesthetic in their games. These systems are what we refer to as
honor systems.

3.2 The MDA framework

In our method when we break down and analyze the honor systems, we will be doing it
through a lens of the MDA framework. MDA stands for mechanics, dynamics, and aesthetics,
and the framework is a formal approach to game design and game research written by
Hunicke, LeBlanc, and Zubek in 2004. The paper aims to bridge the gap between game
design and development, game criticism, and lastly, technical game research to make it easier
for developers, scholars, and researchers alike to decompose and study game design and
game artifacts. In a chapter of the book ‘Game Dynamics’ Wolfgang Walk, Daniel Görlich
and Mark Barrett (Walk et al, 2017, p 27) mentions how the MDA framework has become
one of the fundamental approaches to game design and states that its being well-cited and
accepted in academia. Hunicke mentions how for example a software interface can be seen as
an artifact, and in a sense, the honor systems are therefore artifacts as well, and this
framework should fit our study. Petri Lankoski and Staffan Björk in their book Game
Research Methods: An Overview (2015, p 23) clarifies this by writing that formal analysis
can be done with the perspective that games are artifacts. Aki Järvinen states in his paper
“games without frontiers'’(Järvinen, 2008) that games are systems, and that they produce
various states of affairs during play. Järvinen mentions how games can be seen as “state
machines” and the state of a game determines what systems a player is currently using, the
player moves through the game by moving from system to system (ibid, p 49-50). The
mechanics of a system describes its rules, it's the systems control mechanism afforded to the
player and they support the dynamics. The dynamics are the system itself, it is what the
player directly interacts with. Dynamics mirrors the mechanics based on the player's inputs
and outputs and evolves over time with the
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player as the player learns more about a system. Aesthetics is the emotional response of a
player when interacting with a game system, it is how the player feels when interacting with
the mechanics and dynamics of a system. Hunicke argues that stepping away from the
commonly used words ”fun” and “gameplay” can allow us to be more informative when
describing the aesthetics of a game. Figure 2 to the right shows the more direct vocabulary
Hunicke presents but also mentions that these are just examples and more exists (Hunicke, et
al 2004).

MDA presents the aesthetic model, it is used to better describe gameplay dynamics and
mechanics, Hunicke brings up the example of two competitive games where emotional
investment from all teams and all parties are crucial if they want to win. This makes it easy to
see that supportive play in the form of teamwork and feedback about who is winning, is a
must for those games. “If the player doesn’t see a clear winning condition, or feels like they
can’t possibly win, the game is suddenly a lot less interesting.” (ibid). MDA also presents the
dynamic model and how it works to create aesthetic experiences, for example making the
players interact with time pressure can make them feel the aesthetic of challenge (ibid. p 3).
Dynamics describe gameplay dynamics that will eventually lead to an emotional response,
this lets us control systems. Hunicke brings up the example of how rolling two six-sided dice
for an action in a game could help us calculate the average time of that action and therefore
control it. Similarly, the dynamic model also allows us to identify feedback systems within
gameplay and watch how it affects the overall state of the gameplay. Mechanics support the
overall gameplay dynamic and they can be used to tune the dynamics to get a wanted result.
Game designers can, for example, change the rules around ammunition in a shooting game,
this would then result in players interacting with the dynamics differently, in other words,
playing the game differently.

Game designers and players view games from a different perspective. Game designers see the
mechanics, dynamics, and lastly the aesthetics, while the players view it from the opposite
direction starting with aesthetics, going into dynamics, and ending with mechanics.
MDA is helpful when attempting to find “the overarching design goals, or the desired
experiential results of gameplay”, and when finding the connections between parts of a game.
Hunicke concludes the paper by saying “MDA supports a formal, iterative approach to design
and tuning. It allows us to reason explicitly about particular design goals, and to anticipate
how changes will impact each aspect of the framework and the resulting
designs/implementations.” (ibid. p 5).

MDA has some flaws and limitations, Wolfgang Walk, Daniel Görlich, and Mark Barrett’s
chapter in ‘Game Dynamics’ (2017, p 27-45) bring up multiple articles that have analyzed
and criticized the MDA framework and summarizes 2 major weaknesses that exist within the
framework. The first weakness is that the framework neglects many design aspects of games
by focusing too much on mechanics thus making it not suitable for some types of games, for
example particularly gamified content or any type of experience-oriented design. They also
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mention how MDA is not very good when applied to narrative, simply because it does not
really fit any component of the MDA and pushes it to its breaking point (Walk et al, 2017).

In our case, MDA informs the game's mechanics in regards to how they give rise to a toxic
game aesthetic. We think that the MDA framework is suitable for a study on honor systems as
they can be seen as game artifacts. We are aware that MDA usually isn't used to analyze
complex systems, but we argue that it hopefully can lead us to interesting results that we will
be able to describe from a game designer perspective.

3.3 Toxic Game Aesthetic

“A toxic game aesthetic” is a word that describes the environmental state of a game that
evokes emotional responses (aesthetics) that directly facilitate toxic player behavior. As
mentioned earlier in subsection 3.1, The contextual factors are the reasons and situations that
enable toxic player behavior (Kou, 2020). Thus the contextual factors, and their descriptions
(see the table ‘The five primary contextual factors’ on page 7) can be translated as
‘facilitative aesthetics’ by us to identify if a toxic game aesthetic is present within a game
system. ‘Facilitative aesthetics’ is a term that we have developed to translate the contextual
factors as aesthetics that can be identified through the MDA framework as emotional
responses that directly facilitates a toxic game aesthetic.

The MDA framework can be used as an iterative approach to describe the aesthetic of a game
artifact through its mechanics and dynamics, and the honor systems are, as stated earlier,
game artifacts. The emotional responses that Hunicke presents in MDA are aesthetics that
give rise to ‘fun in gameplay’ as for example; Challenge, Fellowship, or Sensation. These
emotional responses have a motivational aspect to them that the honor systems can use to
hinder a toxic game aesthetic, by incentivizing positive player behavior through, for example,
the reward structure. Additionally, we also want to bring attention to the more ‘toned down’
emotional responses, such as Powerlessness, Perceived loss, or Competitiveness as presented
by Kou as contextual factors that give rise to toxic behavior in online competitive games.
These emotional responses are what facilitates a toxic game aesthetic (Kou, 2020). These
emotional responses will give us the vocabulary and theory necessary to describe what
mechanics and dynamics can facilitate or hinder a toxic game aesthetic within the honor
systems.
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4. Methodology

We are conducting a theoretical comparative analysis of two honor systems through the lens
of the MDA framework to determine their mechanics and dynamics and emotional responses
(aesthetics). This is to give a design-oriented discussion regarding how the honor systems
facilitate or hinder a toxic game aesthetic in online competitive games.

4.1 Theoretical Analysis

Theoretical analysis, or formal theoretical analysis, is a type of theoretical research that
utilizes a formal theoretical framework to form a formal analysis of an artifact. In the book
Game Research Methods by Petri Lankoski and Staffan Björk they describe a formal analysis
as a (usually) qualitative method in which researchers study an artifact and its specific
elements closely. In games, formal analysis is focused on describing the systemic features of
a game such as game elements, rules, and goals (Lankoski & Björk, 2015). These systemic
features also apply to honor systems, as honor systems are game artifacts with their own
elements, rules, and goals. In practice, conducting a formal analysis on a game artifact can be
achieved through studying its transparent rules. Lankoski mentions that most formal analysis
of game artifacts include either interacting with the system as a researcher, or observing
others interact with it (Lankoski & Björk, 2015, p 23).

Thomas W. Edgar defines theoretical research as a logical exploration of a system, or in this
case a logical analysis of a system based on a theoretical framework. Theoretical research
involves theorizing or defining how a system and its environment behave to then explore or
play out the implications of how it is defined (Edgar, 2017). The advantages of theoretical
research are, when applied correctly, understanding the bounds, edge cases, and emergent
behaviors of a system. Edgar argues that there are two approaches to theoretical research, one
is through the simulation of a system, and the other is through a formal theory of a system.

Simulations are usually used to identify the consequences of complex and advanced systems
that are hard to define and break down on the surface. While exploring a system through a
formal theory, or so-called formal theoretical research, is when a validated or ‘proven’ formal
theoretical framework is applied to a system to define and break down its features (Edgar,
2017).

Petri Lankoski and Staffan Björk argue that the most appropriate way of analyzing data is
always dependent on the original goals of the research, but that it is often easier to use visual
representation than textual or spoken representations, because it can amplify human cognition
and therefore help us understand information more efficiently. They also state that
visualizations are useful when looking at overall quality of gathered data, since it often makes
problems regarding how the data were collected and the data itself visible (Lankoski & Björk,
2015, p 232-233). Visualizations enable game designers and researchers alike to explore and
learn more about certain data, which helps easier detect patterns, anomalies or dependencies
between data (ibid. ). This makes the visualization of certain data valuable when conducting a
formal theoretical analysis of a game artifact. In Game Research Methods (Lankoski &
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Björk, 2015) they briefly cover four visualization techniques; Charts, Heatmaps, Movement
visualization, and Node-link representations (ibid. ). The visualization technique we use for
the honor systems closely resembles a node-link representation. A node-link representation is
an intuitive way to visualize the relational structure of data, as nodes represent data objects,
and the links show the relationship between them (ibid. ).

Lankoski state that a formal analysis can be seen as a fundamental or underlying method in
that it provides an understanding of a game system or artifact that can later be used for further
analysis, as the results of a formal analysis can at a later stage be contrasted or tested against
other sources of information (Lankoski & Björk, 2015).

Formal theoretical research often uses math to explore the subject since it involves formal
proofs and therefore, also internal validity. In cases where math can not explain the logical
space where the theoretical work is modeled, other formal approaches can be taken. Edgar
argues that “Formal methods is another example of formal theory“ and that some “use formal
methods to design, develop, and verify system performance and security”. (Edgar 2017, p 72)
Formal theoretical research defines the theoretical space through its formal framework, which
in our case will be the MDA framework by Hunicke et al, 2004.

4.2 Approach

First, we will be visualizing the honor systems based on the player interaction with the
systems, identify the places and the core game loop of the games themselves, and then
combine the interactions with the officially stated rules and boundaries of the systems. This is
to help us accurately find and place the mechanics and dynamic interactions in the core
competitive game loop of these games, giving us a thorough topology of the honor systems.

With the help of the system topology, we can try to predict the emotional response of each
system mechanic. Whether or not they add to the player’s feeling of ‘motivation’ to
incentivize positive behavior, or if they facilitate a toxic game aesthetic. To determine if an
honor system facilitates a toxic game aesthetic, we will be identifying whether or not a
mechanic facilitates either of the following contextual factors; competitiveness, In-team
conflict, perceived loss, powerlessness, or toxic behavior in itself. These are the five
contextual factors prompting toxic behavior as identified by Kou in their recent study on
toxic behavior in games (Kou, 2020). These contextual emotional responses are what we call
‘facilitative aesthetics’ in our study, as they are aesthetics that directly facilitate a toxic game
aesthetic.

For us to then determine what hinders a toxic game aesthetic, we will be identifying if an
incentivizing system mechanic facilitates either; challenge, sensation, fellowship, expression,
or submission. These aesthetics are pre-defined by Hunicke as motivational factors or ‘fun’ in
which keeps the player attached to a game artifact (Hunicke et al. 2004). These emotional
responses are what we call ‘motivational aesthetics’ in our study.
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With the help of our analysis, we also want to see if we can better understand and answer
some of our initial concerns about these systems we had when starting this thesis:

● What is the design purpose of the honor systems? Do they differ?
● Do the honor systems combat specific types of toxic behavior better than others?
● Can the player use the honor systems to be toxic?
● Is there a present way to exploit the honor systems?
● Do the honor systems reflect on what type of toxic behavior is being punished

differently?
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5. Honor System Analysis

We created a topology map of each honor system by reverse-engineering the system
interactions through the explicit system rules and dynamic interactions to help describe the
aesthetic outcomes of the mechanics. This is to identify which mechanics facilitate or hinder
a toxic game aesthetic. A system map topology is a type of node-link visualisation as
described by Lankoski (Lankoski & Björk, 2015) as a technique used to visualize data objects
and their relations to each other. We use the following topologies to visualize the honor
systems (see appendix A and B for high resolution versions).

5.1 The Honor Level System Topology

Figure 03:Honor Level System Map. A higher resolution image of this can be found in the

appendix list (Appendix A).

The Honor level system, shown in figure 3, has a core loop with the game cycling through
four main states. In the game client, players can look at their profile where they can see their
honor level, view their reward collection, buy things from the shop, read news regarding the
game and most importantly attempt to start a game. Players do this by joining another lobby,
or setting up their own, and then being placed into a team with a total of five players. What
champions everyone plays are decided and pre-game strategy can be discussed in a team chat;
this is also the place where in-game conflicts can start to appear. The players then load into
the game. If two honors from premades, or one honor from an non-premade (premades are
someone you choose to group up with in advance, usually a friend from your friend list, but it
does not have to be) were given to a player in their previous game, then a screen flair based
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on their honor level will be displayed next to their champion on the loading screen (Riot
Games, 2017). This is meant to tell all players in the current game that the player did well in
their previous game and that other players enjoyed having this player on their team (ibid. ).
The game is then played out, until one team is victorious. However, if a player decides to
leave the game before it is finished, they run the risk of being punished, as leaving a game
before it is finished is considered disruptive. After the game, everyone that participated
receives honor level experience as a reward, and players get placed in the post-game lobby;
but before they get to see the post-game lobby, they are prompted to honor one teammate that
they think did something good (ibid. ). Automatically placing players in the honoring screen
and giving them the option to honor one player forces them to recall the game, and in the
event that something worth honoring happened, really consider who they should honor: “who
did something good?”, “this person did a good job staying calm” or “did even anyone do
something worthy of an honor?”. Players then choose to honor a teammate or to skip and
close down the honor screen without honoring. In the post-game lobby, players can talk in an
end-game chat, look at team stats and report players they think behaved poorly. After the
post-game lobby, the current game comes to an end, and players are placed back in the game
client.

There are two subsystems within the Honor level system that are separated from the core
game loop: the Honor level progression system, and the Automated disciplinary system. The
Honor level progression system is the core system that makes honor levels function; it counts
experience points towards a new level through a set of factors. The factors that give
experience and increase your honor level are: finishing a game, bonus from everyone
honoring, and bonus from getting honored by a non-premade teammate. The one factor that
removes experience from a player’s honor level is if they get reported for violating the code
of conduct and the automated disciplinary system validates the report as accurate.

The Automated disciplinary system is the system that reviews cases of reports and hands out
punishments to players for breaking the code of conduct. The Automated disciplinary system
first reviews the case to decide whether or not it breaks the LoL code of conduct, and
determines whether the player has been falsely or accurately reported. If the player has been
accurately reported, the system will review the report through a series of factors to determine
and designate a punishment. The factors involved in the decision are: the player’s current
honor level, the severity of the case, and the type/category of the report. The listed
consequences are: decreasing honor level, restricting communication, and lastly varying
suspensions from playing the game, at worst a permanent suspension from all of Riot’s
Games.
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5.2 The Endorsement System Topology

Figure 04: The Endorsement System Map. A higher resolution image of this can be found in

the  appendix list (Appendix B).

The Endorsement system, shown in figure 4, has a game loop cycling through four main
states. In the game client players can, for instance, view career profiles, cosmetic unlocks for
different heroes, and look for players to play with through the group finder tool. Players then
select a role they want to play and wait for a game lobby to be found. Once found, the player
will enter a pre-game lobby where five players in each team will select a hero from their
previously selected roles. This is also the first time where they can write with teammates or
talk to them through voice chat, thus making this the first place where in-game conflicts can
start to appear. When the pre-game lobby is completed, the players are moved in-game, there,
players fight throughout rounds until one team is victorious. While in-game, players have the
ability to show off their endorsement rewards to other players, and players risk decreasing
their endorsement level if they leave the game before it is finished (this is also true for
leaving the pre-game lobby). Once the game is over, players find themselves in the post-game
lobby, where they can still talk to teammates and type to both teammates and opponents.
Players from both teams who did well are displayed on the screen, and this is the first time
players can bring up the endorsement tab, an interactable game window that pops up in front
of the game screen when the ‘N’ key on the keyboard is pressed. Players can honor up to
three other players who are not on their friend list. Teammates can receive an endorsement
for sportsmanship, good teammate, or shot caller. Opponents can be given the sportsmanship
endorsement. It is also possible for a player to add other players to their friend lists or report
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players through the endorsement tab by right-clicking on their names. Players will then be
back in the game client but they can bring back the endorse tab by pressing “N”. The endorse
tab will show all players from a player's last match until the Overwatch client is closed down,
or until that player finishes the first round in a new game lobby, as this will replace the
players from the previous game lobby with the players from the new one.

The endorsement level of yourself and other players is displayed in some fashion in each of
the game cycles, often next to a player's name or hero. For example, the level is displayed
next to their name whenever someone talks through voice chat, on all profile pages, and next
to the player's score in-game.

The endorsement level progression in the Endorsement system determines what increases or
decreases a player's endorsement level. The factor that increases a player’s endorsement level
is if they received an endorsement from other players. However, players run the risk of
decreasing their endorsement level if they do not continuously receive endorsements. The
amount of matches players can go without getting an endorsement without decreasing is not
stated. Besides the decay, the other factors that make players' endorsement level decrease are
if they leave a game, or if they get successfully punished by the automated penalty system.

The automated penalty system is a part of, or at least connected to, the Endorsement system.
The system reviews cases of reports and hands out punishments to players breaking the
Blizzard in-game code of conduct. It is a system that Blizzard has not been giving out a lot of
information on, so what happens is hidden and we can only make assumptions.

It is known, however, that the category of a successful report will lead to a different
appropriate punishment, and that the possible punishments are as follows: decreasing or
resetting the player’s endorsement level; Blizzard account silence(prevents the player from
using voice chat and locks the text chat so it’s unusable); lockout timer that prevents the
player from queueing up for competitive games; suspension from competitive play for that
current season; stripped from any seasonal rewards; and, lastly, forced to change Battletag
(account name) (Blizzard Entertainment, 2020).

5.3 MDA Breakdown

We have identified the mechanics and dynamics of the honor systems and placed them within
the core competitive game loop of Overwatch and LoL. This gave us a system map topology
of the honor systems that made it easier for us to identify the mechanics and dynamics of the
honor systems. We then use the mechanics and dynamics to describe the emotional responses
(aesthetics) of each system mechanic and dynamic in a table (Appendix C). The results
showed that out of the 17 mechanics found in both systems, 14 of them were corresponding
between the two honor systems, leaving three mechanics of each system to only exist within
their respective system. As mentioned in our approach (see section 4.2), we have categorized
the aesthetics of the honor systems in two categories; motivational and facilitative aesthetics.
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Pie charts of the aesthetics found in the honor systems, created from appendix C, can be
viewed below in figure 5-8. These pie charts represent the distribution of aesthetics
throughout the mechanics of the honor systems. The number of mechanics is set to 17 for
both honor systems, and the number of aesthetics are adaptive to the mechanics. Meaning that
even though there are nine different types of aesthetics found in the systems in total, each
mechanic can give rise to multiple aesthetics. The first pie chart for each system (figure 5 and
7) shows the individual aesthetic distribution, and the second pie chart for each system
(figure 6 and 8) shows the categorical distribution of the same aesthetics, categorized in
motivational and facilitative aesthetics.

5.3.1 Honor Level System Aesthetics distribution

Figure 5: Pie chart that shows the individual aesthetics distribution in the Honor level
system.
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Figure 6: Pie chart that shows the categorical distribution of the same aesthetics seen in
figure 5, categorized as motivational and facilitative aesthetics in the Honor level system.

There are a total of 17 mechanics that we identified in the Honor level system, 13 of them
giving rise to multiple aesthetics, making the total amount of aesthetics 36. A total of 69.4%
of the aesthetics were motivational aesthetics, leaving 30.6% to be facilitative aesthetics. In
the Honor level system, the two most common aesthetics are fellowship and sensation.
Together they make up for about 52.8% of all the aesthetics present within the system.
Examples of mechanics that give rise to the aesthetic of sensation are ‘report confirmation’
and ‘seasonal honor level reward’, the commonality of these mechanics is that they both can
be connected to the reward structure of the Honor level system, as both the intrinsic reward
from getting to know that someone you reported got punished, and the extrinsic reward of
receiving an honor capsule filled with cosmetic rewards for keeping a positive attitude will
lead to a similar aesthetic of sensation. The mechanics connected to the aesthetic of
fellowship, like ‘post game honoring’ and ‘extrinsic honor reward’ are both mechanics that
affect players' interaction with other players positively, however this observation does not
mean that the mechanic needs to affect player’s interactions to be exclusively positive. Out of
the 17 total mechanics, 16 had some form of motivational aesthetic, the one mechanic having
only facilitative aesthetics was ‘the automated disciplinary system’ that gives players the
aesthetic of powerlessness when receiving a punishment.
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5.3.2 Endorsement System Aesthetics distribution

Figure 7: Pie chart that shows the individual aesthetics distribution in the Endorsement
system.

Figure 8: Pie chart that shows categorical distribution of the same aesthetics seen in figure 7,
categorized in motivational and facilitative aesthetics in the Endorsement system.

There are a total of 17 mechanics identified in the Endorsement system, twelve of them
giving rise to multiple aesthetics. There are a total of 41 aesthetics found. Out of those, 58.5%
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were motivational aesthetics, leaving 41.5% to be facilitative aesthetics. Competitiveness is
the most common aesthetic at 22%, tightly followed by sensation and fellowship both at
19.5%. Examples of mechanics that give rise to competitiveness are ‘Public Endorsement
level display, in various places’, and ‘reporting system’ . The aesthetic of sensation is
connected to most mechanics that reward players, for example ‘Extrinsic endorsement
reward’ and ‘Account experience from honoring’. Examples of mechanics that give rise to the
aesthetic of fellowship are the ‘endorsement tab’ mechanics; the mechanics where a player
reflects and decides to give one of the three presented endorsements to another player. Out of
the 17 total mechanics, 16 had some form of motivational aesthetic, the one mechanic having
only facilitative aesthetics was ‘the automated penalty system’ that gives players the aesthetic
of powerlessness when receiving a punishment.

5.4 Comparison of Honor Systems

In this section we present our comparisons on the Endorsement system and the Honor level
system. With the individual honor system visualizations and analyzes done, we started to find
differences and similarities between them that we found valuable to compare. We have
compiled and summarized our comparisons into the following five topics: Honor vs
Endorsement level progression; Honoring vs Endorsing; Honor vs Endorsement level
exploits, premade vs friend list; Reward structures; and Penalties and level of Punishment.

5.4.1 Honor vs Endorsement level progression

Both systems have their honor levels go from level 0 up to 5. Players' honor level in LoL
starts at level 2 while in Overwatch, a new account starts at endorsement level 1. The only
way players get endorsement experience in Overwatch is by getting endorsements after a
game. While the Honor level system in LoL, gives players honor experience just by finishing
a game, and more experience is given if they received an honor by a non-premade. LoL also
gives bonus honor level experience to all players in a team if all players on that team gave an
honor.

In LoL, a player’s honor level will only go down if they are punished by the Automated
disciplinary system, while a player’s endorsement level in Overwatch will go down if they
don't continuously receive endorsements, and according to some players, this process gets
increasingly stricter when players reach the higher endorsement levels (Backsword, 2018;
CERBERUSCHLH, 2018). If a player leaves a game in Overwatch, they run the risk of their
endorsement level going down. In LoL, a player has to be reported for ‘leaving a game or
going AFK’ by another player, and successfully be punished by the Automated disciplinary
system to lower their honor level.

5.4.2 Honoring vs Endorsing

The Honor level system forces the player into the honor screen after a game, and the player
has to actively press a ‘skip’ button to skip honor voting. While in the Endorsement system,
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the player has to actively press a button to bring up the endorsement tab to honor other
players. Both games have the votes be anonymous.

Both systems have similar but different honoring options when giving away
honors/endorsements with minor differences in their descriptions. The Honor level system
has ‘GG’, ‘Stayed Cool’, and ‘Shotcalling’ as the options for honoring a teammate. While
Overwatch has ‘Sportsmanlike’, ‘Good teammate’, and ‘Shot caller’ as their options. Both
systems have one option for ‘shotcalling/caller’ which suggestively is for the player that
made strategic communicative calls, or showed leadership within the game. The other options
are a bit different in terms of what they suggest. ‘GG’ and ‘Good teammate’ are suggestive
for a player that was fun to play with or friendly. ‘Sportsmanlike’ is suggestive to a player
that was respectful despite the game context; whether they are winning or losing. And
‘Stayed Cool’ is meant for a player that stays calm and provides a positive playing experience
even though they may not have enjoyed the game due to various reasons. All of these
honoring options give the players a feeling of fellowship, both when receiving an honor, but
also when giving one, as players then think about how they interacted with other players
during the game.

5.4.3 Honor vs Endorsement Level Exploits; Premade vs Friend list

In the Endorsement system players can’t honor players from their friend’s list, this is to stop
them from honoring their friends to help them progress in the system. In League of Legends,
you are able to honor a premade player, but that player wont receive a honor experience
bonus from that honor at all. Compared to if you honor a non-premade that is in your game,
that player will receive bonus honor level experience for that honor.

Players can only honor one of their teammates in LoL compared to in Overwatch, where the
player can give up to three players endorsements, including both teammates and opponents.
Not being able to honor all teammates forces players to reflect on the game before making
their decisions. The decision to honor a player has more weight to it if they cannot honor all
players they enjoyed playing with. This feeling is present, but less felt in Overwatch if you
play with a team filled with only your friends, since you cannot endorse players from your
friend list, all that is left is to give three honors to the five remaining players in the opposing
team.

As mentioned in 5.4.1, players in LoL receive honor level experience after each game they
play and the only way to go down in level is by getting successfully punished by the
disciplinary system. In Overwatch, the only way to get endorsement experience is from other
players and your endorsement level will decrease if you do not continuously receive
endorsements, this runs the risk of players starting to beg for endorsements because they want
to reach a higher endorsement level, or are scared of decreasing. Begging for endorsements
has a high chance of sparking in-team conflict, since players interpret ‘begging’ as being
selfish, as the interpretation of an honorable player doesn't beg for endorsements. The Honor
level system can also spark in-team conflict because of the mechanic that a team receives
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bonus honor level experience if all players on a team give an honor. This runs the risk of
creating an expectation of players honoring after a well-played game, this paints the player
that doesn't honor as ‘disruptive’ because they do not ‘do their part’.

5.4.4 Reward Structures

The reward structure of both game systems can be categorized in two parts; Intrinsic and
Extrinsic rewards. Peer recognition is an example of an intrinsic reward (Miller, 2021).
Other players' honor levels in LoL are not displayed in-game or on their profile. The only way
players can see other players’ honor is in the loading screen before a game, if one player was
honorable in their last game they played, since these players will have a loading screen flair
displayed next to their character that reflects their honor level. The endorsement levels, on the
other hand, are displayed at multiple places in Overwatch, both in-game and out of game.
Intrinsic rewards involve evoking emotions in players, intentionally creating a rewarding
emotional response. By that definition, an intrinsic reward could also be seen as an aesthetic
reward.

Extrinsic rewards are the rewards that the system gives to the player externally such as Loot
boxes, in-game currency or account experience. These rewards can also be seen as dynamic
rewards since they are rewards given from the system to the players. Both the Endorsement
system and the Honor level system have reward structures involving handing out loot boxes
(Overwatch) and loot capsules/orbs (LoL). These loot boxes mostly contain cosmetic
rewards, some of which can be shown in-game, and give players the aesthetic of sensation, as
described in section 3.2. Both reward structures give higher rewards to players with a higher
endorsement/honor level, which introduces an aesthetic of competitiveness, as described in
section 3.1. Both systems remove seasonal competitive rewards for dishonorable players. In
Overwatch, the amount of loot boxes rewarded scales with the player’s current endorsement
level, and is rewarded in a semi-randomized pattern to avoid meta behavior (Blizzard
Entertainment, 2021). If a players’ level goes down to endorsement level 0, they will not be
receiving any loot boxes temporarily until you improve your behavior again.

In LoL, honorable players can quite regularly receive key fragments through the honor level
reward structure. Key fragments are used to craft keys to open loot boxes in LoL. This is a
concept which Overwatch doesn't have since Overwatch loot boxes do not require a key to
open. LoL also gives away honor tokens once every year. These tokens can be used to
purchase cosmetics only available through these tokens.

In Overwatch - player account experience is rewarded when endorsing other players, giving
the players the aesthetic of sensation but also competitiveness since some players simply
aspire to reach a high player rank and do not care about who they honor, resulting in them
honoring a random player in the heat of the moment without reflecting much. While in
league, the account experience progression is not connected to the Honor level system reward
structure at all.
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5.4.5 Penalties and level of Punishment

Both honor systems are integrated into a reporting process. The reporting process covers from
the point the player alerts the Automated disciplinary or penalty system in the form of a
report - all the way to the punishment being validated and handed out to the player. When
comparing the reporting process in both honor systems, and how it interacts with the core
competitive game loop, we discovered a gap in both system map topologies, one which we
couldn't uncover from official statements.

This gap manifests differently in the two honor systems. We don't know how the
Endorsement system interacts with Overwatch’s Automated penalty system, and we don’t
know why the Honor level system hides players’ honor levels from each other. Riot Games
have not, as far as we know, disclosed any reason or intent behind the decision to keep the
honor levels hidden for other players, nor have Blizzard disclosed whether the Endorsement
system connects with the automated penalty system or not. This can be due to many reasons,
but we argue that the Endorsement system and Honor level system might have had two
different design approaches to a similar design goal. By presenting an hypothesis on how the
previously mentioned gap could be filled, we can describe and potentially answer why the
Endorsement system and Honor level system behave in the ways they do.

While the reporting system within LoL could on a technical level work on its own without the
help of the Honor level system, it does however add another layer to tell consistently toxic
players apart from occasionally toxic players. The honor level also serves as a chance for
redemption for previously toxic players who want to improve their behavior. The honor level
acts as an indicator for the automated disciplinary system to help more accurately give out
punishments to players, as different conditions are applied depending on the player’s honor
level. In Overwatch, the penalty system is arguably not very reliant on the endorsement levels
(if at all, information regarding this is mostly kept hidden), as the endorsement levels
themselves have a lot of variables that result in the levels fluctuating more often. Some
players have noticed that it is difficult to maintain a high endorsement level. User Sooraay
said that you have to receive endorsements after almost every single game that you play to
keep endorsement level 5, and thus making the situation very stressful (Backsword, 2018;
CERBERUSCHLH, 2018).

While we cannot prove that the Overwatch penalty system does not take endorsements into
consideration, we can argue that the Automated penalty system has an alternative means of
deciding the level of punishment given, and that means is by looking at the reported player’s
past offenses and potentially also the number of reports. To support this argument, we can
hypothesize what would happen if the endorsement levels had the same impact as honor
levels in this context. Let’s say the endorsement levels had the same impact or value in
relation to the automated penalty system as the honor levels have in the automated
disciplinary system. This would make the punishment rate within Overwatch sky-rocket,
making it stressful and unfair for players (since it is generally increasingly difficult to keep a
high endorsement level). Worst case, this continuous grinding for endorsements would lead to
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a toxic and competitive environment where players can actively punish other players by
simply not endorsing, and since skipping to endorse is not an action in itself, and on top of
that endorsing is optional, players skipping an honor is very likely. This result would
counteract the fundamental intent of the honor system and is why we argue that the
endorsements do not have much, if any, impact on the penalty system algorithm in
Overwatch.

Blizzard have officially stated that if a player falsely reports another player to restrict their
gameplay, the player sending in the false report will get punished for it, but, what kind and
what level of punishment is not mentioned. In League of legends, however, while it's not
officially stated that the disciplinary system can punish players who falsely report other
players, a Riot Games employee called ‘Itsumo’ have stated that consistently reporting other
players that don't end up punished by the automated disciplinary system will be considered as
falsely reporting, and will diminish the value of that player’s future reports, “and render them
meaningless” (Itsumo, 2016).
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6. Reflection

As a result of the analysis and comparison of the honor systems we now feel ready to answer
our initial concerns stated in our approach at section 4, and will do so in these reflection
sections. We see a pattern in how the honor systems are designed with different approaches to
the same goal in mind. We believe that the Endorsement system is mainly designed to
function around social interactions - where your endorsement level is intended to be
displayed publicly, adding a layer of social consequence, enabling and relying on the social
structure within the community to obstruct a good amount of toxic behavior, as the players
can point out which players are disruptive in nature and is to be avoided. The Honor level
system, on the other hand, is mainly intended to serve as a personal reminder to the affected
player, and is designed to integrate with the automated disciplinary system to serve as an
indicator to identify which player is behaving more disruptive than others, and help the
disciplinary system designate the level of punishment accordingly.

In our MDA breakdown (see section 5.3), most corresponding mechanics gave rise to the
same aesthetics. Sometimes mechanics were mostly similar, but their small differences
caused the aesthetics to be different in the end. As an example, honor levels are displayed on
players’ profiles but are hidden to others, while endorsement levels displayed on profiles are
public for everyone to see. The difference is the fact that one system has their levels hidden
and one public, yet this is enough to cause the resulting aesthetics to be different. Using the
same example, the ‘personal honor level display’ mechanic facilitates the aesthetics of
sensation and challenge - contrasting the ‘public endorsement level display’ mechanic which
also facilitates sensation and challenge, but in addition, also facilitates competitiveness,
in-team conflict, and perceived loss.

The aesthetic ‘perceived loss’ is only found in one of the two honor systems; the
Endorsement system has a mechanic ‘public endorsement level display in various places’ and
we argue that this mechanic facilitates the aesthetic ‘perceived loss’. This is because in
Overwatch when players choose their hero before the game starts, they can see the
endorsement level of their teammates. Consequently, this can lead to a player seeing someone
with a low endorsement level select a hero that is considered either hard to play or not
matching the norm of the rest of the heroes selected, and this could give the player a sense of
perceived loss before the game has even begun.

Motivational aesthetics does not always hinder a toxic game aesthetic. Just giving away
rewards thoughtlessly won’t incentivize the player to do anything specific. The motivational
aesthetic needs to be connected to a mechanic or dynamic that incentivizes positive behavior
(or thoughts) for it to hinder a toxic game aesthetic. As an example, if you implement an
achievement system in any competitive setting and tie it only to keeping a “good score”, even
though that system would potentially have a lot of motivational aesthetics, it would not lead
to the player thinking of behaving better to their teammates. It would rather incentivize the
opposite, and the motivational aesthetics would indirectly facilitate a toxic game aesthetic
instead.
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Even if a motivational aesthetic is connected to an incentivizing mechanic, they still might
not hinder a toxic game aesthetic. This is because in some cases the incentivizing mechanic,
or, motivational aesthetic doesn't take into consideration the player intent. An example of this
that we found in our study was when giving endorsements, players receive “+50” account
experience points for each endorsement they give. While this reward structure motivates
players for interacting with the ‘giving endorsements’ mechanic, which is considered an
incentivizing mechanic, this process does not account for the players’ intent in using it. In
this example, while the endorsed players may not feel disrupted by this, the player giving the
endorsements could do it just to gain the associated reward, and not for the reason of
rewarding positive behavior. Hence, interacting with the system for other reasons than what is
intended.

There are two more topics we want to highlight before we conclude the paper, these topics
are about ‘non-disclosure and public transparency’, and ‘targeting toxicity’.

6.1 Non-disclosure and Public transparency

Riot Games and Blizzard Entertainment have never publicly stated exactly how much honors
makes players progress in levels in the honor systems. Nor have they stated how much the
report systems quantify or value reports to give certain penalties to toxic players. This is more
than likely to prevent players from abusing or working around the systems for personal gain.
But the level of non-disclosure varies between Blizzard and Riot Games, so where do you
draw the line?

In terms of progression, Riot Games is very clear that the way the player can increase his or
her honor level is by simply finishing games, they even state that you can receive bonus
honor level experience by meeting the conditions of either; “honoring a non-premade”, or
“every teammate honored someone” (Riot Games. 2021). Blizzard however, have stated that
you can increase your endorsement level by getting endorsements from other players that are
not from your friendlist (Blizzard Entertainment, 2021).

LoLs official support page states that “Once a report is made our disciplinary systems will
review the game within minutes to determine whether a penalty will be placed. Sometimes
(but not always) you will be notified when a player you reported is penalized.” The website
then goes on to explain what the disciplinary systems think of as acceptable and unacceptable
actions and gives tips on how to structure and write your report. However, they never really
specify what exactly the structure of the automated disciplinary system is but we can make
arguments based on information on their support pages. Blizzard writes on multiple places
how to report someone, but has not written any official answers to the community's questions
regarding the system. This makes it hard for us to figure out how it works, but since their
Endorsement system is somewhat similar to the Honor level system in the rest of its layout,
we can assume that the automated penalty process is somewhat similar.Overwatch players
will also sometimes (but not always) be notified when a player they reported got penalized.
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6.2 Targeting Toxicity

The Endorsement system is designed to reward good behaving players, thus incentivising
players to act less toxic (Miller, 2021) and we argue that the same design goal applies to the
Honor level system. The honor systems both give players a visual way to show to others that
they have been doing good, through giving and receiving honors as intrinsic rewards. This is
also why we think that the types of toxic behavior that the honor systems target best are the
visual ones, collectively called ‘communicative aggression’, since those behaviors are what
the honor systems directly contrast.

The report systems in both honor systems are good at targeting most of the toxic behaviors
listed by Kou (Kou, 2020), as an example almost all of the listed behaviors have a reporting
option for each type of toxic behavior. However, the automated penalty and disciplinary
systems acknowledgedly struggle to pick up some specific types of toxic behavior, often
behaviors that surround the norms of how players expect that the game “should be” played
which is collectively called ‘mediocritizing’. In the case of ‘mediocritizing’ nowadays, the
honor systems rely on players writing a description of the toxic behavior that witness to what
happened in the game for an behavioral employee to then manually take a look at. LoL even
states themselves that their automated systems are “less likely to identify” for example
“under-the-radar intent to lose” and intentional griefing (Behavioral Systems Team, 2021).
Despite this, the honor systems attempt to target all types of toxic behavior with equal
prerequisites.

Non-verbal toxicity is another thing that the game report systems struggle to pick up, mainly
since it is not text based and most of these systems look for specific toxic keywords that it
deems offensive. This is something that both the Honor level system and Endorsement
system struggle with as well. Another way for players to work around the systems is to use
sarcasm, the usage of irony to mock other players, for example giving a teammate ‘Stayed
Cool’ when they were in fact not staying cool at all is a way for players to add more fuel to
the fire. The same goes for giving a player who made a poor decision ‘Shotcalling’. There is
therefore a way for players to spark in-team conflict by interacting with the honor systems.
The factual content of sarcasm is often a strong exaggeration and aims to be ridiculous. It is a
way for players to still type in the chat but passing by most of the keywords that the system
picks up.

Riot Games’ code of conduct, known as the LoL code of conduct, is specifically tailored for
their largest game; League of Legends. When compared to Blizzard's code of conduct, which
has to handle a lot of different game titles one can arguably conclude that Blizzard’s code of
conduct is worse at targeting specific toxic behavior as their rules need to fit and mold around
all their games. The code of conduct looks at behavioral tendencies, and community
expectations to form a guideline for new players to easier understand what behavior is ok,
and what's not ok. The code of conduct in both games also shows that specific punishments
for different types of behaviors are accounted for. For example LoL has a zero-tolerance
policy towards extreme negative behavior as well as offensive language. It all comes down to
how much the offence breaks the games’ code of conduct, both LoL and Overwatch have a
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list of possible punishments with varying levels of consequences, where extreme toxic
behavior might lead to skipping levels to a much harsher punishment. For example, being
punished for having an offensive name might force that player to rename their account, while
severe offensive language might permanently suspend the account.
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7. Conclusion

The mechanics that facilitate a toxic game aesthetic is usually found through the competitive
aspect of the systems. That's why we tend to see the issue of toxicity as more prevalent in
multiplayer online environments, especially team-based competitive games where players
play with, and against other players with the intent to win (Kou, 2020 p.88). In our analysis
we found 17 mechanics respectively for both honor systems, where the number of mechanics
with facilitative aesthetics (aesthetics that directly facilitates a toxic game aesthetic) counted
for nine respectively ten. Amongst the facilitative aesthetics, ‘competitiveness’ is the most
common, followed by ‘in-team conflict’. Most of this can be connected to the competitive
nature of the games that the honor systems are part of; where player interaction and
communication with, and against each other is essential to the core loop of these games. Kou
refers to this as the intense competition inherent to team-based competitive gaming (Kou,
2020). Instead of reducing the amount of competitiveness in competitive games, to mitigate
the toxic game aesthetic, developers have instead looked into ways of hindering the toxic
game aesthetic; by incentivizing positive behavior (Miller, 2021; Maher, 2016).

Incentivizing positive behavior is done through rewarding the player for being positive.
Rewards in this context is a type of sensational aesthetic that has the power to ‘motivate’ the
player to do something. In our analysis out of the 17 mechanics, 16 of them have a
motivational aesthetic, this is true to both honor systems. The most common motivational
aesthetics are ‘sensation’ and ‘fellowship’.

The honor systems facilitate fellowship by allowing players to give away one or a few honors
to other players, this limitation forces players to look back at the game they just played.
These honors then give experience towards an honor level that every account has. And
players are rewarded based on their level. These rewards are mostly cosmetics and gives the
players an aesthetic of sensation when received, but also in how they can allow players to
show off their honor rewards in game in various ways as a motivation for other players to
strive for, again facilitating an aesthetic of fellowship and sensation. This shows how much
these two aesthetics interlap and complement each other.

While there is a similarity in how both systems emphasize the incentivization of positive
behavior as opposed to just punishing disruptive players, there are clear differences in how
they achieve that goal. The endorsement system’s objective is to add another layer of social
consequence for players not behaving positively´. This is achieved by making ‘the
disruptiveness’ of a player public for other players to see, which ironically utilizes disruptive
player behavior to incentivize positive behavior.

The Honor level system’s honor levels are displayed privately, to serve as a reminder for the
individual player that his or her behavior is considered disruptive or not. The Honor level
system’s honor levels are also integrated into the automated disciplinary system to act as an
indicator for the system to measure the player’s level of ‘disruptiveness’ to designate the
level of punishment accordingly.
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To answer our research question, we have discovered a pattern in how mechanics either
facilitate or hinder a toxic game aesthetic. We argue that in order for a mechanic to facilitate a
toxic game aesthetic, it needs to give rise to a facilitative aesthetic. For a mechanic to hinder
a toxic game aesthetic it needs to meet two requirements. The first requirement is that the
mechanic gives rise to a motivational aesthetic. The second requirement is that the mechanic
is incentivizing positive behavior, to make sure that the player is motivated to interact with an
incentivizing game mechanic, and not a disruptive one. We have however also found
exceptions to this pattern (as seen in section 6), as some specific mechanics that do meet both
requirements still lead to players interacting with the system in a way that is not intended.

We have also noticed that it is not uncommon for mechanics to give rise to both facilitative
and motivational aesthetics, and asked ourselves at what point does the facilitative aesthetics
outweigh the motivational, or the other way around? Maybe it depends on the specific
mechanic, but we think that this is something the developers do best in evaluating
themselves.

7.1 Future Research

To know whether or not our aesthetic predictions are true, the study would need to be
complemented by a user study. But that goes beyond the scope of our current thesis.

This paper uses the MDA framework although we know that it perhaps is not the most
insightful framework for our specific issue. It is mostly used for looking at games in their
entirety but instead we used it to look at specific systems existing within games. By
attempting an MDA analysis on something other than a game, we did something novel and
hope that it has opened up a door for future research to try the same.

While gathering information for this study, we also got to read about some of the older
behavioral systems and punishment systems. They we're not relevant enough for this paper
but we still felt like they had some interesting values and design to them. It would therefore
be interesting to see research that compares older behavioral systems to new ones, to maybe
discover things that older systems did well, that we can then learn from.

Another topic which could be comparative to the honor systems, is to look at honor systems
that exist in other game genres, as for example MMORPGs (Massively multiplayer online
role-playing games). And compare and give insight on the background of honor in games in
general, as it could prove valuable to see the history of honor and how using honor as a term
influences the players perceptions of the systems.

It would be interesting to perform a close-reading of the code of conduct documents from
Overwatch and LoL, to see what they can tell us about (what’s perceived as) toxic behaviors
by these developers. This would be complimentary for us to prove or further strengthen our
argument that the LoL code of conduct addresses more specific toxic behaviours compared to
Blizzard’s code of conduct.
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Lastly, one of our initial concerns that we had when deciding on this thesis topic was that we
wanted to answer ‘if a toxic game aesthetic looks the same for all genders’. We sadly didn't
have time to write it and it would therefore, be interesting to see future research bring it up.
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Appendices

Appendix A, The Honor Level System Map

Appendix B, The Endorsement System Map
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Appendix C, MDA spreadsheet

Honor Level
System

Endorsement
System

Mechanic
place or rule

Dynamic
Interaction Aesthetics

Mechanic
place or rule

Dynamic
Interaction Aesthetics

Post-game
report,
pre-game
report

Reporting
another player

in-team
conflict,
sensation,
competitivenes
s

Report system Reporting
another player

in-team
conflict,
sensation,
competitivenes
s

Report
confirmation;
Sometimes,
when a player
have
been punished,
a notice is sent
out to players
who submitted
reports
towards the
punished
player.

receiving a
notice that
someone
you reported
having been
punished.

sensation Report
confirmation;
Sometimes,
when a player
have
been punished,
a notice is sent
out to players
who submitted
reports
towards the
punished
player.

receiving a
notice that
someone
you reported
having been
punished.

sensation

Honor level 0 -
preventing
seas-
onal ranked
rewards,
limiting
play etc.

reaching honor
level 0

Toxic behavior,
challenge,
powerlessness

Endorsement
level 0 -

reaching
endorsement
level 0

Toxic behavior,
Competitivenes
s,
challenge

Post-game
honoring

declining the
honor window,
deciding to not
honor anyone -
"skip honor"

Competitivenes
s, fellowship

Post-game
lobby

Deciding
whether or not
to open
endorsement
tab

Competitivenes
s, fellowship,
In-team conflict

Post-game
honoring

Honoring for
Stayed Cool

fellowship,
in-team conflict

Endorsement
tab

Honoring
teammate for
Sportsmanship

fellowship

Post-game
honoring

Honoring for
Shot calling

fellowship Endorsement
tab

Honoring for
Shot calling

fellowship

Post-game
honoring

Honoring for
GG

fellowship Endorsement
tab

Honoring for
Good
Teammate

fellowship
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When a player
honor
someone,
that player
receive an
honor icon in
the post-game
lobby. The icon
is only visible
for you.

Receiving an
honor icon, and
hearing a
sound effect.

sensation,
fellowship

When a player
honor
someone,
that player
receive an
honor icon in
the post-game
lobby. The icon
is only visible
for you.

Receiving an
endorsement
icon,
and hearing a
sound effect.

sensation,
fellowship

Season based
competitive
reward
structure

Receiving
seasonal honor
level
reward

sensation,
challenge,
competitivenes
s

Season based
competitive
reward
structure

Receiving
seasonal
endorsement
reward

sensation,
challenge,
competitivenes
s

Occasional
rewards
scaling
based on a
players honor
level

Receiving
rewards along
with a
encouraging
message

sensation,
fellowship,
challenge

Occasional
rewards
scaling
based on a
players
endorsement
level

Receiving
rewards along
with a
encouraging
message

sensation,
fellowship,
challenge

Personal Honor
level display

players can
view their own
honor level and
see their
progress

sensation,
challenge

Public
Endorsement
level display

Everyone can
see everyones
endorsement
level

sensation,
challenge,
competitivenes
s,
in team
conflict,
perceived loss

Max 1 honor
per game

force players to
think about the
game they just
played and
consider whom
to honor.

fellowship,
competitivenes
s

Up to 3
endorsements
per game

Players have to
think about the
game they just
played and
consider who
to give their
endorsements.

fellowship,
competitivenes
s

The automated
disciplinary
system

Receiving a
punishment

powerlessness The automated
penalty system

Receiving a
punishment

powerlessness

Extrinsic honor
reward

showing off
honor rewards
in-game

sensation,
fellowship,
expression

Extrinsic
endorsement
reward

Showing off
endorsement
rewards
in-game

sensation,
fellowship,
expression

- Account
experience
from
honoring; When
giving

Receiving
account
experience
for honoring

sensation,
competitivenes
s
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endorsements,
players receive
"50" account
experience
points for each
endorsement
they give.

-

Endorsement
level decreases
if
you do not
continue to
receive
endorsements.

Player
endorsement
level going
down.

powerlessness,
challenge,
competitivenes
s, in-team
conflict

-
"Looking for
group tool"

Customization
of player
requirements /
"filtering"
teammates

competitivenes
s, challenge,
expression

honor flair, a
out of game
way to
briefly show a
players honor
level

The display of
an honor flair
to
other players

sensation,
challenge,
competitivenes
s

-

If all players
honors one
player
that player will
become
highlighted in
the post-game
lobby, visible to
all other
players
in the same
lobby.

receiving
honors, receive
highlight icon
and sound

sensation,
fellowship

-

If all players
give honors,
bonus
honor
experience is
given to
everyone in
that team.

receiving
bonus honor
experience

fellowship,
in-team conflict

-
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